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a b s t r a c t
In the mechanical verification of programs containing loops it
is often necessary to provide loop invariants additionally to the
specification in the form of pre and postconditions. In this paper
we present a method for the mechanical inference of invariants for
a practically relevant class of FOR-loops. The invariant is derived
from the specification (pre, post) and the final bound of the loop
only. The method is based on the technique ‘‘replacing a constant
in post by a variable’’, which has traditionally been used manually
for the development of WHILE-loops. Our method is a complete
mechanization of this heuristic for the verification of existing
annotated FOR-loops. The range of applicability of the method is
further extended by a technique called ‘‘bound transformation’’
and by taking common invariant conjuncts of pre and post into
account. As a result, the method is applicable to the majority of
FOR-loops occurring in practice.
The incorporation of this method into an automatic program
verifier would make the task of the SW engineer easier, because he
has only to provide a pre–post-specification for a FOR-loop.
© 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Programverification involves a great amount ofmechanical formulamanipulation. If done by hand,
this is tedious and, evenworse, error prone.Most of the theorems (verification conditions (VC)), which
have to be proved, are quite trivial and can therefore be proved automatically by an automatic theorem
prover. If all VCs are generated and proved automatically we speak of automatic program verification.
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A tool which performs automatic program verification is then called an automatic program verifier
(APV). Examples of such tools are Boogie (Barnett et al., 2006), FPP (Kauer andWinkler, 1999;Winkler,
1997) and NPPV (Gumm, 1999). Other tools use a combination of automatic and interactive theorem
proving and can therefore be called semi-automatic program verifiers. Examples are KeY (Ahrendt
et al., 2005), SPARK (Barnes, 2000) and Theorema (Kovács et al., 2003).
Most tools for the verification of concrete programs use the assertion based method (ABM) for the
specification of the required behavior of the program (e.g. Boogie, FPP, KeY, NPPV, SPARK, Theorema).
The specification is given by a pair (pre, post) of assertions which refer to entities of the program,
and may also refer to entities which belong to the specification only. ABM allows also the verification
of program fragments and therefore can be used by the SW engineer in a continuous manner during
program development, and not only for the verification of a finished program in one big step. In this
situation, the use of an APV is especially convenient.
In ABM automatic verification on the basis of (pre, post) is rather straightforward for statements
like declarations, assignment, IF, and CASE.2 The verification of loops usually requires also an invariant
(Dijkstra, 1976; Hoare, 1972; Leavens et al., 2008; Turing, 1949; Winkler, 1998), and for WHILE-loops
additionally a termination function (Dijkstra, 1976; Floyd, 1967; Leavens et al., 2008; Turing, 1949). It
would be easier if loops could also be verified by giving only (pre, post). This can be done in twoways:
(1) by computing wp(loop, post) resp. sp(pre, loop) and use this in the general verification condition
pre⇒ wp(loop, post) resp. sp(pre, loop)⇒ post, or (2) by computing an invariant (and in the case
of a WHILE-loop a termination function) and then perform the verification using approximative VCs,
as e.g. (5). Automatic computation of invariants from the code is seen as difficult in the general case
(Back, 2006). Stefan Kauer has developed methods for the mechanical verification of certain loops,
where it is sufficient to provide only precondition and postcondition, but no invariant (Kauer, 1999).
For WHILE-loops his method computes wp(loop, post). For FOR-loops his method is based on the
heuristic “replacing a constant in the postcondition by a variable (RCPV)” for the computation of an
invariant. For the more complicated cases this method uses a second FOR-loop which is derived from
the original one (Kauer and Winkler, 2007). In this paper we present an improvement of Kauer and
Winkler (2007), which avoids the use of a derived loop and is applicable in more cases than the old
method. For the verification of FOR-loops we use the VC of Winkler (1998) (see (5)) which is less
restrictive than the proof rule of Hoare (1972).
An annotated FOR-loop (AFL) in Ada syntax looks like
-- PRE
FOR i in LO..UP LOOP BODY END LOOP; (1)
-- POST
where i is the loop variable, the value of LO is the lower bound and the value of UP is the upper bound of
the loop. (1) is an upwards counting loop. Many languages contain also downwards counting loops. In
this paper we deal mainly with upwards counting FOR-loops. Downwards counting FOR-loops do not
pose new problems and can be treated in an analogous manner (Kauer and Winkler, 2000; Winkler,
1998).
The FOR-loop (1) is a strictly controlled loop such that the values of LO and UP are computed once
before the repetitions of BODY, giving the values vlo and vup, respectively. vlo and vup determine the
repetition pattern of the loop even in cases in which LO or UP is affected by the execution of BODY.
The loop variable i does not occur in PRE, POST, LO and UP. During the execution of the loop i takes
automatically the values in the interval [vlo, vup] in the appropriate order and cannot be written
otherwise. Such controlled loops occur e.g. in Ada, Fortran, Modula and Pascal, and have recently also
been introduced into C# and Java in the special form of the foreach-loop.
2 This refers primarily to the generation of the VCs. The verification proper may still be rather difficult even for very simple
statements: {True} skip; {Goldbach’s conjecture}.
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Basic idea and results.
In the SW engineering lifecycle the specification is the input for the implementation phase in
which the program is created. Therefore, we make the assumption that the specification is correct3
and that the newly created program may be incorrect. It would therefore be the best approach to
infer a loop invariant from the specification only and then check whether the loop conforms to the
specification. Our method comes near to this best approach by using only a small part of the loop and
the specification (PRE, POST) for the inference of a loop invariant. This small part is the final bound
of the FOR-loop, where the final bound of a FOR-loop is the upper bound for upwards counting loops
and is the lower bound for downwards counting loops. The method works in two steps: (1) infer a
hypothetical invariant HI and (2) try to prove the loop using HI as an invariant.
The use of the final bound is motivated by the observation that the last repetition of BODY usually
establishes POST and that the value of the loop variable in this last repetition is the value of the final
bound. Typically, this value is also the value of some constant c in POST, and this is then the reason
that POST holds after this last repetition of BODY. Due to the approximating behavior of the FOR-
loop it is a good heuristic to use POSTcloop variable as a candidate for a loop invariant. This heuristic is
called “replacing a constant in the postcondition by a variable (RCPV)” (Gries, 1983) and has been used
by Dijkstra (1976) and Gries (1983) and by others for the manual development of WHILE-loops from
specifications. Ourmethod is a completemechanization of RCPV for annotated FOR-loops. The range of
applicability of the method is further extended by a technique called ‘‘bound transformation’’ and by
taking common invariant conjuncts of PRE and POST into account. As a result, themethod is applicable
to the majority of FOR-loops occurring in practice.
In the exampleswe use a verification condition (VC) for the FOR-loops, which is an improvement of
the proof rule of Hoare (1972) and has been first presented inWinkler (1998). There is no dependence
between our method for the inference of HI and the VC used in the proof attempts.
Related work.
Soon after the seminal work on program verification by Floyd (1967) and Hoare (1969) began a
phase of intensivework on developingmethods for the determination of loop invariants, e.g.Wegbreit
(1974), Caplain (1975), Katz and Manna (1976), Morris and Wegbreit (1977), Misra (1978), Basu
(1980), Tamir (1980), Ellozy (1981), Gries (1982), Dunlop and Basili (1984), Mili et al. (1985), Paige
(1986), Ernst et al. (1999), Kauer (1999), Ernst et al. (2000), Ball et al. (2001) and Flanagan and Qadeer
(2002). More recently several methods have been presented to determine especially polynomial
invariants (Müller-Olm and Seidl, 2003; Sankaranarayanan et al., 2004; Kovács and Jebelean, 2005;
Seidl and Petter, 2005; Rodríguez-Carbonell and Kapur, 2006; Kovács, 2007). Some methods are for
application by hand, e.g. Caplain (1975) and Misra (1978), some work in a semi-mechanized manner,
e.g. Wegbreit (1974), Tamir (1980), Ball et al. (2001) and Flanagan and Qadeer (2002) and some are
fully mechanized, e.g. Kauer (1999), Seidl and Petter (2005), Kovács and Jebelean (2005), Rodríguez-
Carbonell and Kapur (2006) and Kovács (2007).
The different approaches exploit the annotated loop in different ways:
Some methods use the loop only, i.e. derive invariants from the code, e.g. Katz and Manna
(1976), Basu (1980), Tamir (1980), Ellozy (1981), Paige (1986), Müller-Olm and Seidl (2003),
Sankaranarayanan et al. (2004), Kovács and Jebelean (2005), Seidl and Petter (2005), Rodríguez-
Carbonell and Kapur (2006), Kovács (2007) andMili (2007). In Ernst et al. (1999) and Ernst et al. (2000)
the loop is instrumented in order to output interesting variables (“trace variables”). The method then
tries to infer an invariant from the values of the trace variables for several executions of the loop. This
is a special case of deriving an invariant from the loop, because the values of the trace variables are
determined by the loop. In Guo et al. (2006) BODY is executed symbolically a fixed number of times.
Then recurrence analysis is applied to the results of these repetitions in order to try to synthesize a
loop invariant. Symbolic execution and other techniques are used in Ireland (2007) and applied to
pointer programs. After each symbolic execution of the loop body the method tries to find a fixed
point.
3 At least as long as not shown otherwise.
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Another approach derives the invariant from the specification (Misra, 1978; Gries, 1982). Misra
(1978)mentions two approaches: “A loop invariant could be a proposition about ‘what has been done’
or a proposition about ‘what remains to be done’”.
Gries (Gries, 1982, 1983) derives an invariant of the kind “what has been done” from POST. Gries
attributes this methodology to Dijkstra (1976). Whereas Misra uses the invariant for the verification
of an existing loop, Dijkstra and Gries use the invariant for the development of the loop itself. Janota
(2007) derives invariants for WHILE-loops from the loop body and assertions contained therein.
Wegbreit (1974) derives INV from POST and the loop condition of a WHILE-loop.
Themethod of Kauer (1999) is inspired by the use of RCPV in Gries (1982), whereWHILE-loops are
manually derived from the specification (PRE, POST) using RCPV. Kauer’s method, on the other hand,
is a fully mechanized version of RCPV and is tailored to the verification of an existing FOR-loop.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the verification condition for
FOR-loops. Section 3 contains the method for the computation of an invariant and some examples of
its application. Section 4 concludes the paper.
2. The verification condition for FOR-loops
TheVC for FOR-loops inWinkler (1998) is based on the proof rule inHoare (1972),which is depicted
in (2):
a ≤ x ≤ b & I([a . . . x)) {Q } I([a . . . x])
I([ ]) {for x := a to b do Q } I([a . . . b]) (2)
I[s] is an assertion about the interval s and [ ] denotes the empty interval. This interval notation is
used only in the discussion of the rule of Hoare (1972) in the first part of this section. In the rest of the
paper [. . .] denotes universal quantification as used in Dijkstra and Scholten (1990).
The main differences are: (1) Winkler (1998) does not require I[ ] to hold before the first execution
of the loop body. The invariant I([LO . . . i]) need only hold after executions of the loop body. (2) the
loop variable may occur in the invariant, and (3) the VC also works for loops with zero repetitions, i.e.
a > b. Loop (7) is such a loop if n = 0. This strategy for the handling of the invariant is based on the
following observations:
(1) the invariant is intended to be an assertion which is established by any execution of the loop
body, especially the last one; therefore, it seems not necessary that the invariant holds before the
FOR-loop. Collins (1988) calls such an invariant a “post-invariant”;
(2) the invariant of a FOR-loop is typically an inductive assertion which involves the loop variable. In
Hoare (1972) the loop variable must not occur in the invariant;
(3) in some programming languages the loop variable is declared locally in the loop and does not
exist outside the loop, e.g. Algol 68, Ada, and C]. If the invariant contains the loop variable and
must hold before the loop, this could lead to illegal uses of the loop variable;
(4) there are examples in which it seems difficult to derive I([ ])mechanically from I([LO . . . i]). One
example for this is in Winkler (1998, p. 8):
v := 5;
-- v=5
FOR i in 1..10
LOOP v := i; (3)
-- inv ???
END LOOP;
-- v=10
It is easy to see that I([1 . . . i]) ≡ v = i is an invariant which satisfies (3).
I([1 . . . i])i10 ≡ I([1 . . . 10]) ≡ v = 10 is sufficient to establish the postcondition. We then
have to determine I([ ]) such that
[ v = 5 ⇒ I([ ]) ] ∧ [ I([ ])⇒ wp(‘‘v := 1;′′ , v = 1) ] (4)
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holds. If we try I([ ]) ≡ I([1 . . . i])ipred(1) ≡ v = 0 we observe that it does not work because[v = 5 ⇒ v = 0] ≡ False. On the other hand, I([ ]) ≡ true does the trick; it is maximal in that
it is the weakest solution of (4). But it is not derived mechanically from I([1 . . . i]).
Apart from these differences, the VC (5), which is used in this paper, is expressed in a form suitable
for automatic verification using the ABM, whereas the proof rule (2) in Hoare (1972) is formulated as
a logical derivation rule and is not intended for use in automatic verification.
[PRE ∧ LO > UP ⇒ POST ] ∧
[PRE ∧ LO ≤ UP ⇒ LO,UP ∈ Ti] ∧
[PRE ∧ LO ≤ UP ⇒ wp(BODY iLO, INV iLO)] ∧ (5)
[LO ≤ i < UP ∧ INV ⇒ wp(BODY ii+1, INV ii+1)] ∧
[LO ≤ UP ∧ INV iUP ⇒ POST ]
where
PRE is the precondition
POST is the postcondition
INV is the invariant
Ti is the value set of the type of the loop variable i
[. . .] denotes universal quantification over the program variables
and the specification variables
The VC (5) shows quite explicitly the different aspects of the verification of a FOR-loop:
first conjunct : empty loop (i.e. zero repetitions of BODY)
second conjunct : initialization of the loop
third conjunct : first repetition of BODY
fourth conjunct : further repetitions of BODY
fifth conjunct : last repetition establishes POST
The VC (5) assumes that
(r1) the evaluation of LO and UP has no side effects
(r2) any evaluation of LO, UP or any of their subexpressions at any point in the FOR-loop yields the
same value as in the initial evaluation at the beginning of the execution of the FOR-loop. This
means especially that LO and UP are not written to in BODY and that they do not contain calls of
functions which are not referentially transparent.
Both restrictions hold formany loops used in practice. Restriction (r2) is not severe;Winkler (1998)
and Kauer andWinkler (2000) contain a VCwhich does not require restriction (r2) by introducing two
fresh variables vlo and vupwhich are assigned the values of LO andUPbefore beginning the repetitions
of the loop body. Since the method for the computation of the invariant does not depend on the exact
form of the VC, we use the simpler form of the VC for the examples in this paper.
In Kauer and Winkler (2000) we show that (5) implies the correctness of the loop (1) and that the
correctness of (1) implies the existence of an invariant INV satisfying (5).
3. A method for computing invariants of FOR-loops
3.1. Basic idea
The general wp-rule for a FOR-loop cannot always be solved exactly. Usually, some weaker form
of correctness is used which uses a loop invariant (Gries, 1983; Winkler, 1998). This means that the
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engineer has to determine a suitable invariant. If such an invariant can be computedmechanically the
task of the engineer will be easier. In this section we present a method for the mechanical inference
of invariants of FOR-loops, which are annotated with PRE and POST only.
The method is an extension and mechanization of the heuristic RCPV (Dijkstra, 1976; Gries, 1983),
where in our case the variable is always the loop variable. The heuristic RCPV is typically applied by
replacing the final bound in POST by the loop variable. This is due to the observation that the final
bound is also the final value of the loop variable in the last repetition of BODY, if the loop does not
terminate prematurely. If the final bound occurs in POST then the last value of the loop variable plays
the same role in POST. For many FOR-loops the proposition made in POST about the value of the final
bound holds for the value of the loop variable in the intermediate stages of the execution of the loop.
This observation leads to the strategy RCPV where the final bound plays the role of the constant. This
basic method is extended tomany practically relevant cases in which the final bound is not a constant
but a somewhat more complicated expression, which need not occur in POST (see Section 3.2).
For upwards counting loops the final bound is UP, and for downwards counting loops it is LO. In
the following we show the derivation of the method for upwards counting loops. The method can be
adapted to downwards counting loops quite easily. For the old method of Kauer and Winkler (2007)
this is shown in Kauer andWinkler (2000). The algorithm in Section 3.5 works for both kinds of loops.
The method works in two steps:
(1) try to infer a predicate HI (hypothetical invariant) from the AFL. There are cases in which the
method does not generate a predicate HI, e.g. if UP contains function calls. A check of Gonnet
and Baeza-Yates (1991) gave the following result: in most FOR-loops UP has one of the forms:
(a) variable, (b) sum of two variables, or (c) sum of a variable and a constant. This book is mostly
on non-numerical algorithms which often use WHILE-loops. There are 166 FOR-loops and 116 of
them are appropriate for our method. A similar check of Engeln-Müllges and Reutter (1993), a
book on numerical algorithms in Fortran-77, gives an even better result: there are 958 DO-loops
and 947 (=98.85%) of these are suitable for our method. In 707 DO-loops the final bound has one
of the two forms: literal (122) or variable (585).
(2) try to prove (FOR-VC)INVHI . There are three possible answers:
(a) the proof succeeds, i.e. HI is an invariant and the loop is correct.
(b) the refutation succeeds. In this case HI may or may not be an invariant.
(c) neither proof nor refutation succeed, i.e. the prover “gives up” or does not terminate. In this
case it is unknown whether the loop is correct or incorrect, or whether HI is or is not an
invariant.
Only in case (a) does the method say that the loop is correct.
The idea behind this method is that most FOR-loops compute their final result by computing a
sequence of partial intermediate resultswhich approximate the final result better and better. The final
result is described by POST and often depends on a characteristic term which usually is UP. POSTUPi ,
which then depends on i, often characterizes these partial results. Substitution is usually only defined
for elementary terms i.e. variables and literals. By solving UP for such an elementary term RCPV can
also be applied if UP is a more complicated term. This is called bound transformation and is the topic
of Section 3.2.
A very simple example to demonstrate the method is a loop for the summation of the first 100
natural numbers:
-- PRE: s = 0 ∧ s ∈ int32
FOR i in 1..100 LOOP s := s+i; end loop; (6)
-- POST: s = 〈Σj: 1..100: j〉 ∧ s ∈ int32
In (6) we assume that the type of s is int32. In (6) RCPV can be applied directly and gives the HI
HI ≡ POSTUPloop variable ≡ POST 100i ≡ 〈s = 〈Σ j : 1..100 : j〉 ∧ s ∈ int32〉100i
≡ s = 〈Σ j : 1..i : j〉 ∧ s ∈ int32
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The loop (6) with the invariant HI satisfies (5) and therefore, HI is an invariant of (6) and (6) is
correct. Since 〈∀i ∈ 0..100 : s = 〈Σ j : 1..i : j〉 ∧ s ∈ int32〉 holds, we could have omitted s ∈ int32
in (6). We included it for documentation purposes.
(6) is a very special loop because the upper bound is the fixed number 100. Often the upper bound
will be a program variable whose value is constant in the FOR-loop. Such a more general FOR-loop is
given in (7).
-- PRE: s=0 ∧ 0≤n≤65535 ∧ n=N
FOR i in 1..n LOOP s := s+i; end loop; (7)
-- POST: s = 〈Σj: 1..n: j〉 ∧ s ∈ int32 ∧ 0≤n≤65535 ∧ n=N
We assume that s and n are of type int32. N is a specification variable which is used to guarantee
that the value of n after the loop is the same as that before the loop. If we compute HI mechanically
as POSTni we obtain
HI ≡ POST ni ≡ 〈s = 〈Σ j : 1..n : j〉 ∧ s ∈ int32 ∧ 0 ≤ n ≤ 65535 ∧ n = N〉ni
≡ s = 〈Σ j : 1..i : j〉 ∧ s ∈ int32 ∧ 0 ≤ i ≤ 65535 ∧ i = N
We observe immediately that HI is not an invariant of (7) because i has not always the value N (if
N > 1).
A strategy for avoiding this problem is to apply the substitution (n 7→ i) only to those conjuncts of
POST which are not also a conjunct of PRE. In the example this results in
HI ≡ 〈s = 〈Σ j : 1..n : j〉 ∧ s ∈ int32〉ni ∧ 0 ≤ n ≤ 65535 ∧ n = N
≡ s = 〈Σ j : 1..i : j〉 ∧ s ∈ int32 ∧ 0 ≤ n ≤ 65535 ∧ n = N
The loop (7) with HI as invariant satisfies (5).
A method for the identification of common conjuncts is given in Section 3.3.
3.2. Bound transformation
The method POSTUPloop variable works only if UP is a constant or a variable. This is a considerable
restriction. One idea is to insert the assignment “vup := UP;” immediately before the loop, where
vup is a fresh variable, and then use vup as the upper bound. But this does not work in general, since
vup does not occur in POST. Substituting a non-occurring variable does not change POST, so that POST
itself had to be considered as an invariant, which does not work in most cases.
In the loop (8) UP is not a variable but a more complicated expression.
-- PRE: s=0 ∧ 0≤m ∧ 0≤n ∧ m+n≤65535
FOR i in m..m+n LOOP s := s+i; end loop; (8)
-- POST: s = 〈Σj: m..m+n: j〉 ∧ s ∈ int32 ∧ 0≤m ∧ 0≤n ∧ m+n≤65535
The restriction m + n ≤ 65535 is somewhat too sharp for the requirement s ∈ int32 in POST. If
n = 0 thenm ∈ [0, int32′Last] implies s ∈ int32. This over-restriction of m+n has no influence on the
mechanism of bound transformation in this example.
The introduction of vup and the application of RCPV results in
-- s=0 ∧ 0≤m ∧ 0≤n ∧ m+n≤65535
vup := m+n;
-- PRE: s=0 ∧ 0≤m ∧ 0≤n ∧ m+n≤65535 ∧ vup=m+n (9)
-- ≡ sp(s=0 ∧ 0≤m ∧ 0≤n ∧ m+n≤65535, ‘‘vup:=m+n;’’)
FOR i in m..vup LOOP s := s+i; end loop;
-- POST: s = 〈Σj: m..m+n: j〉 ∧ s ∈ int32 ∧ 0≤m ∧ 0≤n ∧ m+n≤65535
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Since vup does not occur in POST and Ccom ≡ 0 ≤ m ∧ 0 ≤ n ∧ m + n ≤ 65535 are the common
conjuncts of PRE and POST the hypothetical invariant is
HI ≡ POST ′ni ∧ Ccom
≡ 〈s = 〈Σ j : m..m+ n : j〉 ∧ s ∈ int32〉vupi ∧ 0 ≤ m ∧ 0 ≤ n ∧m+ n ≤ 65535
≡ s = 〈Σ j : m..m+ n : j〉 ∧ s ∈ int32 ∧ 0 ≤ m ∧ 0 ≤ n ∧m+ n ≤ 65535
≡ POST
where POST’ is POST without the common conjuncts Ccom. It is easy to see that HI is not an invariant
of (9).
Another possibility is to find a transformation t ∈ E → E for which r(t(UP)) is a simple variable or
constant occurring free in UP and POST, where E is the set of expressions and r ∈ E → E is a function
which reduces (simplifies) its argument to an irreducible expression. This variable or constant is called
the pivot element.
For UP = “m+n” such a transformation is t(e) = “e−m”. We obtain t(“m + n”) = “m + n − m”
and r(t(“m+n”)) = r(“m+n−m”) = “n”. The pivot element n occurs free in UP and in POST. The idea is
now to substitute n by some expression involving the loop variable i in order to obtain a hypothetical
invariant. Since the value of UP is the value of i in the last repetition of BODY, the value of t(UP) is the
value of t(“i”) = “i−m” in this last repetition. This gives the following hypothetical invariant for (8):
HI ≡ POST ′r(t(UP))r(t(i)) ∧ Ccom ≡ POST ′ni−m ∧ Ccom (10)
≡ 〈s = 〈Σ j : m..m+ n : j〉 ∧ s ∈ int32〉ni−m ∧ 0 ≤ m ∧ 0 ≤ n ∧m+ n ≤ 65535
≡ s = 〈Σ j : m..m+ i−m : j〉 ∧ s ∈ int32 ∧ 0 ≤ m ∧ 0 ≤ n ∧m+ n ≤ 65535
≡ s = 〈Σ j : m..i : j〉 ∧ s ∈ int32 ∧ 0 ≤ m ∧ 0 ≤ n ∧m+ n ≤ 65535
HI and (8) together satisfy (5), which shows that the loop in (8) is correct and HI is an invariant of
this loop.
The net effect of POST’ni−m in (10) is the substitution of “m+n” by “i”. In this special case this could
also have been obtained by
HI ≡ POST ′UPi ∧ Ccom
because the termUP occurs as a subterm in POST’. But this direct form of substitution is not applicable
if UP does not occur explicitly as a subterm in POST’. Examples for this are the postconditions:
POST2 ≡ s = 〈Σ j : m..n+m : j〉 ∧ s ∈ int32 ∧ 0 ≤ m ∧ 0 ≤ n ∧m+ n ≤ 65535
POST3 ≡ s = 〈Σ j : 0..n : j+m〉 ∧ s ∈ int32 ∧ 0 ≤ m ∧ 0 ≤ n ∧m+ n ≤ 65535
which are logically equivalent to POST.
The transformation t(e) = “e−m” works also for POST2 and POST3.
There is a second transformation which transforms UP of (8) into a variable: t2(e) = “e − n”. The
application of t2 gives
HI ≡ s = 〈Σ j : i− n..i : j〉 ∧ s ∈ int32 ∧ 0 ≤ m ∧ 0 ≤ n ∧m+ n ≤ 65535
but this is not an invariant of (8).
The general strategy of bound transformation is to try to find a transformation t ∈ E → E such
that r(t(UP)) = “v”, r(t(UP)) = “−v” or r(t(UP)) = “1/v” for some v ∈ free(UP) ∩ free(POST ).
Since r(t(UP)) has this simple form we get the hypothetical invariant
HI ≡ POST ′vr(t(i)) ∧ Ccom if r(t(UP)) = “v” , or
HI ≡ POST ′v−r(t(i)) ∧ Ccom if r(t(UP)) = “−v” , or (11)
HI ≡ POST ′v1/r(t(i)) ∧ Ccom if r(t(UP)) = “1/v”
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where Ccom are the common conjuncts of PRE and POST. Common conjuncts will be treated in
Section 3.3.
The transformation t depends on UP and v and is a value of T ∈ E × Var → (E → E), i.e.
t = T (UP, v) ∈ E → E. The determination of T (UP, v) is similar to solving an equation for one of the
terms “v”, “−v” or “1/v”. In order to find t for a given expression UP and a given pivot element v we
determine the syntactic transformation necessary to semantically neutralize all terms apart from “v”,
“−v” or “1/v”, respectively. For example if UP = “m+10” we obtain T(UP, m)(e) = “e−10” and for UP =
“n∗a+b” we obtain T(UP, n)(e) = “(e−b)/a” and T(UP, b)(e) = “e−n∗a”. For UP =“NX+M ∗ (M+1)/2”,
which is one of the most complicated upper bounds in Engeln-Müllges and Reutter (1993), we get
T (UP,M)(e) = “√(e− NX) ∗ 2+ 1/4− 1/2”.
Table 1 lists the transformations which are sufficient for 941 DO-loops of the 958 DO-loops in
Engeln-Müllges and Reutter (1993).
Table 1
Transformations t = T (UP, v) for different forms of UP.
Form of UP o1v e1 o2 v o1 v o2 e1 e1 o2 v o3 e2
T (UP, v)(e) e e− e1 e o−12 e1 e− e1 o−13 e2
r(T (UP, v)(UP)) o1 v o2 v o1 v o2 v
Form of UP v o4 e1 v o4 e1 + e2 e1 + v o4 e2
T (UP, v)(e) e o−14 e1 (e− e2) o−14 e1 (e− e1) o−14 e2
r(T (UP, v)(UP)) v v v
Form of UP e1 ∗ v e1 / v e1 ∗ v + e2 e1 / v + e2
T (UP, v)(e) e / e1 e / e1 (e− e2) / e1 (e− e2) / e1
r(T (UP, v)(UP)) v 1/v v 1/v
where v 6∈ free(e1) ∪ free(e2), o1 ∈ {+, −, }, o2, o3 ∈ {+, −}, +−1 = −, −−1 = +, o4 ∈ {∗, /}, ∗−1 = /, /−1
= ∗ and e1 and e2 are parenthesized expressions. If e.g. UP = “v−a+b” we assume that UP has been
transformed into “v−(a−b)” or an equivalent parenthesized form.
3.3. Determination of common conjuncts
According to the observation in (7) we present a refinement of the basic strategy by exempting
common invariant conjuncts from RCPV. Such conjuncts often occur in programs with nested loops.
One example is example 17 in Freining et al. (2002). A second example is the algorithm (12), which
computes the∞-norm p of the matrix a of sizem× n, which is defined in Golub and Loan (1990) as:
p = 〈Max : 1 ≤ k ≤ m : 〈Σ c : 1 ≤ c ≤ n : |a(k, c)|〉〉
-- PREo: m, n ≥ 1 ∧ p = 0
FOR i IN 1..m LOOP
s := 0;
-- PREi: s=0 ∧ p = 〈Max k: 1..i-1: 〈6 c: 1..n: |a(k,c)|〉〉
FOR j IN 1..n LOOP
s := s + abs(a(i,j));
END LOOP; (12)
-- POSTi: s = 〈6 c: 1..n: |a(i,c)|〉 ∧
-- p = 〈Max k: 1..i-1: 〈6 c: 1..n: |a(k,c)|〉〉
IF s > p THEN p := s; END IF;
-- p = 〈Max k: 1..i: 〈6 c: 1..n: |a(k,c)|〉〉
END LOOP;
-- POSTo: p = 〈Max k: 1..m: 〈6 c: 1..n: |a(k,c)|〉〉
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PREi and POSTi have one conjunct in common: C≡ p = 〈Max k: 1..i: 〈Σ c: 1..n: |a(k,c)|〉〉. It is easy
to see that in C the upper bound n of the inner loop must not be replaced by j to obtain an HI. We
obtain therefore the HI≡ s = 〈Σ c: 1..i: |a(i,c)|〉 ∧ C which is an invariant of the inner loop.
C is a syntactically common conjunct (SCC) of PREi and POSTi. Additionally, C is also semantically
invariant because all free variables of C are never changed in the inner loop. In fact, all these variables
are only read in the inner loop, but never written. Such SCC, which are also semantically invariant,
are used as common conjuncts (CC) in our method. A simple condition for semantic invariance of an
SCC C is: noWrite(BODY, free(C)) which means that no free variable of C is ever written in BODY. This
condition is typically fulfilled in practical cases.
We determine common conjuncts as follows
(a) transform PRE and POST into a normal form. The exact definition of this normal form is not
important for ourmethod. An example of such a normal formhas been given in Kauer andWinkler
(2000).
(b) determine the syntactically common conjuncts C1, . . . , Cn.
(c) determine those Ci for which noWrite(BODY, free(Ci)) holds.
(d) let Ccom be the conjunction of these Ci.
If the method finds any invariant common conjuncts the normalized POST can be written as POST’
∧ Ccom , where POST’ does not contain any conjunct of Ccom. The hypothetical invariant is then that
given above in (11).
3.4. Specialization of the verification condition
Because HI depends on the given AFL a VC for this AFL may be simpler than the general VC in (5).
If HI≡ POST’vr(t(i))∧ Ccom then it is obvious that the fifth conjunct in (5) is always True:
[LO ≤ UP ∧ INV iUP ⇒ POST ]
-- INV ≡ HI ≡ POST ′vr(t(i)) ∧ Ccom
≡ [LO ≤ UP ∧ 〈POST ′vr(t(i)) ∧ Ccom〉iUP ⇒ POST ]
≡ [LO ≤ UP ∧ 〈POST ′vr(t(i))〉iUP ∧ CcomiUP ⇒ POST ]
-- i 6∈ free(POST )⇒ i 6∈ free(POST ′) ∧ i 6∈ free(Ccom)
≡ [LO ≤ UP ∧ POST ′vr(t(UP)) ∧ Ccom ⇒ POST ]
-- r(t(UP)) = ‘‘v′′
≡ [LO ≤ UP ∧ POST ′vv ∧ Ccom ⇒ POST ]
≡ [LO ≤ UP ∧ POST ′ ∧ Ccom ⇒ POST ]
-- POST ′ ∧ Ccom ≡ POST
≡ [LO ≤ UP ∧ POST ⇒ POST ]
≡ True
Such simplifications will reduce the effort for the correctness proof and thus speed up the APV.
The substitution of INV by HI in (5) for the case r(t(UP)) = “v” gives the specialized VC (13):
[PRE ∧ LO > UP ⇒ POST ′] ∧
[PRE ∧ LO ≤ UP ⇒ LO,UP ∈ Ti] ∧ (13)
[PRE ∧ LO ≤ UP ⇒ wp(BODY iLO, POST ′r(t(UP))r(t(LO)) ∧ Ccom)] ∧
[LO ≤ i < UP ∧ POST ′r(t(UP))r(t(i)) ∧ Ccom ⇒ wp(BODY ii+1, POST ′r(t(UP))r(t(i+1)) ∧ Ccom)]
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3.5. Algorithm for the application of the method
We are now ready to put the pieces together and present the application of the method as an
algorithm, which works for both upwards and downwards counting AFLs.
-- input: PRE, POST, i, LO, UP, BODY, UpwardsCounting?
AFLProved: enum(proof, noproof) := noproof;
FinalBound: expression;
if UpwardsCounting? then FinalBound := UP; else FinalBound := LO; end if
if FinalBound is suitable (see Table 1)
then Ccom: expression := true;
POST’: expression := POST;
if there is an SCC c with noWrite(BODY, free(c))
then Ccom := 〈∧ c: c is an SCC: noWrite(BODY, free(c))〉;
POST’ := con(set(POST) – set(Ccom));
end if
-- create the set T of all possible transformations t(FinalBound, v),
--where v ∈ free(FinalBound) ∩ free(POST)
for each t ∈ T do -- r(t(FinalBound)) ∈ {v,−v, 1/v}
case r(t(FinalBound)) in
when v => POST’ := POST’vr(t(i));
when−v => POST’ := POST’v−r(t(i));
when 1/v => POST’ := POST’v1/r(t(i));
end case
if the AFL can be proved using POST’ and Ccom
using the appropriate VC (Section 3.4)
then AFLProved := proof; exit;
end if
end for
end if
-- output: AFLProved
The functions con(·) and set(·) are defined as follows:
set(C1 ∧ · · · ∧ Cn) = {C1, . . . , Cn},
con({C1, . . . , Cn}) = C1 ∧ · · · ∧ Cn
3.6. Examples
In the following example (14) the natural numbers in the range 1 .. 2∗m+1 are summed up.
-- PRE: s=0 ∧ 0≤m≤32767
FOR i in 1..2∗m+1 LOOP
s := s+i; (14)
end loop;
-- POST: s = 〈Σj: 1..2∗m+1: j〉 ∧ s ∈ int32 ∧ 0≤m≤32767
UP is suitable, Ccom ≡ 0≤m≤32767, free(UP) ∩ free(POST) = {m}, there is one transformation:
T(“2∗m+1”, m) = “(e−1)/2”
which gives the HI:
s = 〈Σ j: 0..i: j〉 ∧ s ∈ int32 ∧ 0≤m≤32767
which is an invariant of (14). (14) and HI satisfy (13).
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The second example is from Seidl and Petter (2005) and computes the sum of squares of the first
n natural numbers. An equivalent AFL is (15).
-- PRE: 0≤n≤1860 ∧ n=N ∧ x=0
FOR y in 0..n LOOP
x := y∗y + x; (15)
end loop;
-- POST: x = (2n3+3n2+n)/6 ∧ x ∈ int32 ∧ 0≤n≤1860 ∧ n=N
Additionally to Seidl and Petter (2005) we assume that x ∈ int32 and use n in POST instead of y,
which may not be in scope. Since UP is a simple variable we obtain directly
HI ≡ x = (2y3+3y2+y)/6 ∧ x ∈ int32 ∧ 0≤n≤1860 ∧ n=N
HI is an invariant of (15), and the loop (15) together with HI satisfies (13).
4. Conclusion
We have developed a method for the mechanical inference of invariants for a practically relevant
class of FOR-loops. The method can be incorporated into automatic program verifiers and would lead
to a simplification of program verification using such a tool. By extending the suitable forms of the
final bound the applicability of the method could be extended to further classes of FOR-loops.
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